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PRIME POLYNOMIAL VALUES OF
QUADRATIC FUNCTIONS IN SHORT INTERVALS
SUSHMA PALIMAR
Abstract. In this paper we establish the function field analogue of
Bateman-Horn conjecture in short interval in the limit of a large finite
field. Hence we start with counting prime polynomials generated by
primitive quadratic functions in short intervals. To this end we further
work out on function field analogs of cancellation of Mobius sums and its
correlations(Chowla type sums) and confirm that square root cancella-
tion in Mobius sums is equivalent to square root cancellation in Chowla
type sums.
1. Introduction
The well known conjecture of Hardy-Littlewood and Bateman-Horn pre-
dicts how often polynomials take prime values. For example, choose f1(T ),...,
fr(T ) to be non-associate irreducible polynomials in Z[T ], with leading co-
efficient of each fi > 0 and suppose that for each prime p there exists n ∈ Z
such that p ∤ f1(n) · · · fr(n) for all integers n. Set πf1,f2,...,fr as the number
of positive integers n ≤ x such that f1(n), ..., fr(n) are all primes.
πf1,f2,...fr(x) := #{1 ≤ n ≤ x : f1(n), ..., fr(n) are all primes} (1.1)
∼ C(f1, f2, ..., fr)r∏
i=1
degfi
x
(logx)r
where
C(f1, f2, ..., fr) :=
∏
p prime
1− ν(p)/p
(1− 1/p)m ,
ν(p) being the number of solutions to f1(T )...fr(T ) ≡ 0 (mod p) in Z/p. The
product, C(f1, f2, ..., fr) is called Hardy-Littlewood constant associated to
f1(n), ..., fr(n) [12]. The only proved case of Bateman-Horn conjecture is
the case of a single linear polynomial, which is the Dirichlet’s theorem on
primes in arithmetic progressions [4]. Bateman Horn conjecture reduces to
the special case, Hardy-Littlewood twin primes conjecture on the density of
twin primes, whenever r = 2, f1(T ) = T ; f2(T ) = T + 2, in (1.1) according
to which the number of twin primes pairs less than x is:
π2(x) ∼ 2 Π
p≥3
p(p− 2)
(p− 1)2
x
(logx)2
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We derive the function field analog of Bateman-Horn conjecture in the limit
of large finite field in short interval.
Polynomial Ring and Prime Polynomials. Let Fq[t] be the ring of
polynomials over the finite field Fq with q elements, q = p
ν , p : prime. Let
Pn = {f ∈ Fq[t]|degf = n} be the set of all polynomials of degree n and
Mn ⊂ Pn be the subset of monic polynomials of degree n over Fq. The
polynomial ring Fq[t] over a finite field Fq shares several properties with the
ring of integers and the analogies between number field and function fields
are fundamental in number theory. For instance, as quantitative aspect of
this analogy, we have the Prime Polynomial Theorem.
The prime polynomial theorem states that, the number πq(n) of monic
irreducible polynomials of degree n is
πq(n) =
qn
n
+O
(qn/2
n
)
, qn →∞.
The prime polynomial theorem for arithmetic progression asserts, given a
polynomial modulus Q ∈ Fq[t], of positive degree and a polynomial A, co-
prime to Q, the number πq(n;Q,A) of primes P ≡ A (mod Q), P ∈ Mn
satisfies,
πq(n;Q,A) =
πq(n)
Φ(Q)
+O(degQ.qn/2).
where Φ(Q) is the number of coprime residues modulo Q. For q → ∞, the
main term is dominant as long as degQ < n/2.
. In [7] Bary-Soroker considered the function field analogue of Hardy - Little-
wood prime tuple conjecture, in the limit of a large finite field, for functions,
Fi = f + hi, hi ∈ Fq[t], deg(f) > deg(hi), for i = 1, 2, ..., n. This result was
established previously by Bender and Pollack [10] for the case i = 2.
1.1. Prime polynomials in short interval. Some of the salient problems
of prime number theory deals with the study of distribution of primes in
short interval and arithmetic progression. To set up an equivalent problem
for the polynomial ring Fq[t], we define short interval in function fields. Here
we follow [15] for notations. For a nonzero polynomial, f ∈ Fq[t], we define
its norm by ||f || := #Fq[t]/(f) = qdegf . Given a monic polynomial f ∈ Mn
of degree n, and h < n, “short intervals” around f ∈ Mn of diameter qh is
the set
I(f, h) := {g ∈ Fq[t] : deg(f−g) ≤ h} = {g ∈ Fq[t] : ||f−g|| ≤ qh} = f+P≤h
(1.2)
Thus, I(f, h) is of the form, f +
∑h
i=0 ait
i, where a = (a0, a1, ..., ah) are
algebraically independent variables over Fq. The number of polynomials in
this interval is
H := #I(f ;h) = qh+1.
For h = n − 1, I(f, n − 1) = Mn is the set of all polynomials of degree
n. For h < n, if ||f − g|| ≤ qh, then f is monic if and only if g is monic.
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Bank, Bary-Soroker and Rosenzweig [6] obtained the result on counting
prime polynomials in the short interval I(A,h) for the primitive linear func-
tion f(t) + g(t)x. In [5] the function field analogue of Hardy - Littlewood
prime tuple conjecture on these primitive linear functions is resolved in short
interval case.
Counting Prime polynomials and HIT. To establish the function field
analogue of counting prime polynomials in short interval we start with irre-
ducible quadratic function F (x, t) = f(t)+x2 · g(t) ∈ Fq[t][x] with following
properties. Let f, g ∈ Fq[t] be non zero, relatively prime polynomials, g(t)
a monic polynomial and the product f · g not a square polynomial with
degf < degg. Hence, by the choice of f and g, it is clear that, the function
F (x, t) = f(t) + x2 · g(t) is irreducible in x. The first derivative of F (x, t)
is 2xg(t) 6= 0, implies the function f(t) + g(t)x2, as a polynomial in x is
separable over Fq[t].
. The short interval I(p,m) defined as, h = p+P≤m,degp > m, is given by
h(t) = p(t) +
m∑
i=0
ait
i (1.3)
where a = (a0, a1, ..., am) are algebraically independent variables over Fq.
“Technically, the problem of finding prime polynomials in short interval is
to find the number of tuples A = {A0, ..., Am} ∈ Fm+1q for which F (A, t)
is irreducible in Fq[t].” The key tool used is the Hilbert Irreducibility The-
orem, which answers, does the specialization a 7→ A ∈ Fm+1q preserve the
irreducibility? We have,
F (x, t) = f(t) + x2g(t) for f(t), g(t) ∈ Fq[t] (1.4)
Then,
F (h, t) = f(t) + g(t)h2 = f(t) + g(t)
{
p(t) +
m∑
i=0
ait
i
}2
therefore,
F (a, t) = f˜(t) + g(t)
{( m∑
j=0
ajt
j
)2
+ 2p(t)
m∑
j=0
ajt
j
}
(1.5)
where
f˜(t) = f(t) + g(t)p(t)2
and
n = degF = degf˜ = s+ 2k > degg
Under the above setup, we get an asymptotic for:
πq(I(p,m)) = #{h := p(t) +
m∑
j=0
Ajt
j|F (A, t) is irreducible in Fq[t]} (1.6)
and we have the following theorem.
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Theorem 1.1. Let n be a fixed positive integer and q an odd prime power.
Then we have πq(I(p,m)) =
qm+1
n +On(q
m+ 1
2 )
One of the basic forms of HIT states that, if f(x1, x2, ..., xr , T1, T2, ..., Ts) ∈
Q[x1, ..., xr, T1, ..., Ts] is irreducible, then there exists a specialization (t) =
(t1, ..., ts) such that f(x1, ..., xr) = f(x1, ..., xr, t1, ..., ts) as a rational poly-
nomial in x1, ..., xr is irreducible over Q[x1, ..., xr]. If r = 1, consider f as
a polynomial in x over the rational function field L = Q(T1, ..., Ts), having
roots α1, ..., αn in the algebraic closure L¯. If f is irreducible and separable,
then these roots are distinct, and we can consider the Galois group G of
f over L as a subgroup of the symmetric group Sn. Then there exists a
specialisation t ∈ Qs such that the resulting rational polynomial in x still
is irreducible and has Galois group G over Q. In fact, if t is chosen in such
a way that the specialized polynomial in x still is of degree n, and separa-
ble, then its Galois group Gt over Q is a subgroup of G (well-defined up
to conjugation) and it turns out that almost all specializations for t pre-
serve the Galois group, i.e. Gt = G. Hence, we start by computing the
Galois group of F (a, t) over F¯q(a). In the sequel let k = F¯q and we prove
Gal(F (a, t), k(a)) = Sn in section 2.
2. Gal(F (a, t), k(a)) = Sn
Theorem 2.1. Let k = F¯q, q an odd prime power and a = (a0, a1, ..., am)
be m+ 1 tuple of varibles, m ≥ 2. Then, Gal(F (a, t), k(a)) = Sn.
To prove Theorem 2.1, as a first step we show the following:
2.1. Gal(F (a, t), k(a)) is doubly transitive.
Proposition 2.2. The polynomial function, F (a, t) = f˜(t)+g(t){
m∑
j=0
ajt
j)2+
2p(t)
m∑
j=0
ajt
j} is separable in t and irreducible in the ring k(a)[t].
Proof. To prove irreducibility of F (a, t) in k(a)[t], we consider F (a, t) as
a quadratic equation in the variable a0 and show that its discriminant is
square free. We have from equation (1.5),
F (a, t) = f˜(t) + g(t){(
m∑
j=0
ajt
j)2 + 2p(t)
m∑
j=0
ajt
j}
F (a, t) = f˜(t) + g(t)
{
l(t)2 + 2l(t)p(t)
}
where l(t) =
m∑
i=0
ait
i.
writing, F (a, t) as a quadratic equation in a0, we have,
g(t)a20 + {2g(t)(l1(t) + p(t))}a0 +
{
f˜(t) + g(t){l1(t)2 + 2p(t)l1(t)}
}
= 0
where l1(t) =
m∑
i=1
ait
i
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The discriminant of the above equation is
∆(F (a, t)) = 4g(t)2{l1(t) + p(t)}2 − 4g(t){f˜ (t) + g(t){l1(t)2 + 2p(t)l1(t)}}
(2.1)
Substituting, f˜(t) = f(t) + g(t)p(t)2, in the second sum of equation (2.1),
we have
4g(t)2{l1(t) + p(t)}2 − 4g(t)f(t)− 4g(t)2{p(t)2 + l1(t)2 + 2p(t)l1(t)}
Hence,
∆(F (a, t)) = −4g(t)f(t) 6= 0
Clearly, ∆(F (a, t) = −4f(t)g(t), is not a square by our choice of f and
g. Therefore, F (a, t) is irreducible in k[a1, ..., am, t][a0] = k[a0, ..., am, t].
Hence, by Gauss lemma, F (a, t) is irreducible in k(a0, ..., am)[t]. Coming
to the separability of F (a, t) in t, we see that, the irreducible polynomial
F (x, t) is separable in x, (since the first derivative of F (x, t) is not a zero
polynomial by the choice of f and g.) Hence, the result by Rudnik in [19]
confirms, the polynomial F (a, t) is separable in t. 
In the next proposition we prove that the Galois group of F (a, t) over
k(a0, ..., am) is doubly transitive with respect to the action on the roots of F.
We quickly go through the definitions of doubly transitivity as given in [page
no.119, [2]]. Let K be a field. Consider a polynomial f(y) = yn + a1y
n−1 +
...+ an with ai ∈ K. We can factor f as f(y) = (y − α1)(y − α2)...(y − αn),
where the roots αi are in some extension field of K. Let L = K(α1, ..., αn)
then L is called the splitting field of K. The Galois group of L over K,
denoted by Gal(L/K) is the group of all K−automorphisms of L. i.e., those
field automorphisms of L which leave K, element wise fixed. Assuming L to
be separable overK, and f to have no multiple factors inK[y], every member
of Gal(L/K) permutes α1, ..., αn, and this gives an injective homomorphism
of Gal(L/K) into Sn whose image is called Galois group of f over K, denoted
Gal(f,K). Gal(f,K) is transitive if and only if f is irreducible in K[y] and
Gal(f,K), a subgroup of symmetric group Sn is 2− transitive if and only if G
is transitive and its one point stabilizer group Gα1 is transitive as a subgroup
of Sn−1. where, by definition, Gα1 = {g ∈ G|g(α1) = α1} is thought of as
a subgroup of the group of all permutations of roots {α2, ..., αn} of f. Note
that if G is transitive, then all the one point stabilizers Gαi , i = 1, 2, ..., n
are isomorphic to each other. To see the equational analogue of this, we
consider, f(y), an irreducible polynomial in K[y]. We throw away a root of
f , say α1 to get
f1(y) =
f(y)
(y − α1) = y
n−1 + b1y
n−2 + ...+ bn−1 ∈ K(α1)[Y ].
Then f and f1 are irreducible in K[y] and K(α1)[y] respectively if and only
if Gal(f,K) is doubly transitive. [1]
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Proposition 2.3. For, F (a, t) defined above, the Galois group G of F (a, t)
over k(a) is doubly transitive with respect to the action on the roots of
F (a, t).
Proof. Proposition 2.2 implies, the Galois group G = Gal(F (a, t), k(a)) is
transitive. We show that, the Galois group Gal(F (a, t), k(a)) is doubly
transitive by specializing a0 = 0. Under the specialization a0 = 0, we have
F˜ (a1, ..., am, t) = f˜(t) + g(t){(
m∑
j=1
ajt
j)2 + 2p(t)
m∑
j=1
ajt
j}
Let α ∈ k be a root of f˜(t), by substituting, t by t+α, we may assume that,
f˜(0) = 0. Hence, f0(t) = f˜(t)/t is a polynomial.
F˜ (a1, ..., am, t) = t
{
f0(t) + g(t)
m∑
i=1
m∑
j=1
aiajt
i+j−1 + g(t)2p(t)
m∑
j=1
ajt
j−1
}
We first show that,
f0(t) + g(t)
m∑
i=1
m∑
j=1
aiajt
i+j−1 + g(t)2p(t)
m∑
j=1
ajt
j−1 (2.2)
is irreducible in k(a1, ..., am)[t] and separable in t.
Separability of polynomial equation (2.2) is attained by applying the re-
sult in [19]. Now, we show that, equation(2.2) is irreducible in t. We prove
this by writing, equation(2.2) as a quadratic equation in a1 and show that,
discriminant of this quadratic equation is f(t).g(t), which is not a square
polynomial. Hence writing, equation(2.2) as a quadratic equation in a1 we
have
t · g(t)a21 + g(t){
m∑
j=2
ajt
j + 2p(t)}a1+
f0(t) + g(t){
m∑
i=2
m∑
i=2
aiajt
i+j−1 + 2p(t)
m∑
i=2
ait
i−1} = 0
(2.3)
Discriminant of the above quadratic equation (2.3) in a1 is
g(t)2{
m∑
j=2
ajt
j+2p(t)}2−4tg(t)[f0(t)+g(t){
m∑
i=2
m∑
i=2
aiajt
i+j−1+2p(t)
m∑
i=2
ait
i−1}]
substituting, f0(t) =
1
t (f(t) + g(t)p(t)
2)
g(t)2{
m∑
j=2
ajt
j + 2p(t)}2 − 4f(t)g(t)− g(t)2{
m∑
j=2
ajt
j + 2p(t)}2 = −4f(t)g(t)
Clearly, equation (2.2) is irreducible in k(a1, ..., am)[t] and separable in t.
Let Gt be the Galois group of F˜ (a1, ..., am, t) over k(α, a1, ..., am). Hence,
from the discussion above Proposition 2.3 it is clear that, Gt is doubly
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transitive subgroup of the symmetric group Sdegf˜ . Since, F˜ (a1, ..., am, t) is
separable, specialization induces, Gt ⊂ G, which is uniquely determined up
to conjugation. Hence, the stabilizer of a root of F in G is transitive. Thus
G is doubly transitive. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1.
Proof. Already, we have seen Galois group of F (a, t) over k(a) is doubly
transitive. Hence, it only remains to show Galois group of F (a, t) over
k(a) contains a tranposition. To achieve this, we first show that at some
specialization am = 0, the polynomial F (a0, ..., am−1) has one double zero
and rest (n− 2) simple zeros.
Let F˜ (a, t) = F (a, t)|am = 0
Definition 2.4. A polynomial f is called Morse function [21] if
(1) f(βi) 6= f(βj), for i 6= j i.e., critical values of f are distinct.
(2) The zeros β1, β2, ..., βn−1 of derivative f
′ of f are simple. i.e., critical
values of f are non degenerate.
It is well known that, discriminant of a monic separable polynomial is
given by,
disc(F ) = ±Res(F,F ′) (2.4)
Proposition 2.2 implies, the specialized polynomial F (a, t)|am = 0 (equation
(2.5)) is separable in t and irreducible in k(a0, a1, ..., am−1)[t]. We have,
F˜ (a0, ..., am−1, t) = f˜(t) + g(t){(
m−1∑
j=0
ajt
j)2 + 2p(t)
m−1∑
j=0
ajt
j} (2.5)
Separability of F˜ implies for (A0, A1, ..., Am−1) ∈ k¯m, the system of equa-
tions below does not have a solution in the algebraic closure of k.


F˜ ′(ρi) = 0
F˜ ′(ρj) = 0
F˜ (ρi) = F˜ (ρj) for someρi, ρj in the algebraic closure of k
(2.6)
Which further imply, the critical values of F˜ (a0, ..., am−1, t) are distinct.
Proving condition (1) of Definition 2.4. Detailed explanation is given in ([11],
Section 3 and Section 4). It remains to prove, the condition (2) of Definition
2.4, i.e., critical values of F˜ are non degenerate. A small calculation shows
derivative of F˜ (t) and derivative of F˜ ′(t) with respect to t have no common
root. Thus, critical values of F˜ are non degenerate. Hence, the function
F˜ (a0, ..., am−1, t) is Morse. Hence, the polynomial F (a0, ..., am−1) has one
double zero and rest (n − 2) simple zeros. Hence a transposition in G =
Gal(F (a, t), k(a)) is implied by ([17], Lemma1) which is stated below.
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Lemma 2.5. Let p be a prime number and p be a prime ideal in K satis-
fying p|p. If f(x) ≡ (x − c)2h¯(x) (mod p) for some c ∈ Z and a separable
polynomial h¯(x) ≡ (mod p) such that h¯(c) 6≡ 0 (mod p), then the inertia
group of p over Q is either trivial or a group generated by a transposition.
By Proposition 2.3, the Galois group G of F (a, t) over k(a) is doubly tran-
sitive. Any finite doubly transitive permutation group containing a transpo-
sition is a full symmetric group ([21] Lemma, 4.4.3). Thus, Gal(F (a, t), k(a))
is isomorphic to the full symmetric group Sn. Thus, Theorem 2.1 is com-
plete. 
3. Irreducibility Criteria
Since, Gal(F (a, t), k(a)) = Sn. Now, we obtain the asymptotic for the
number of irreducibles in I(p,m) for which the specialized polynomial F (A, t)
is irreducible in Fq[t], where A = (A0, A1, ..., Am) ∈ Fq. To attain this, we
invoke an irreducibility criteria, as in [Lemma 2.8, [9]], which reduces the
above problem of finding irreducibles h ∈ I(p,m) to counting of rational
points of an absolutely irreducible variety over a finite field Fq. Then the
required asymptotic follows by applying Lang −Weil estimate. Now, we
have the following proposition.
Proposition 3.1. Let a = (a0, a1, ..., am) be an (m+ 1) tuple of variables.
Let F (a, t) ∈ Fq[a0, a1, ..., am, t] be a polynomial that is separable in t and
irreducible in the ring k(a)[t] with degtF = n. Let L be the splitting field
of F (a, t) over Fq(a). Let k be an algebraic closure of Fq. Assume that,
Gal(F, k(a0, ..., am)) = Sn. Then the number of A = (A0, ..., Am) ∈ Fm+1q
for which all the specialized polynomial F (A, t), is irreducible is q
m+1
n
(
1 +
On(q
−1/2)
)
as q →∞ and n is fixed.
Proof. This is proved in [Lemma 2.1, [7]]. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1.
Proof. Let n be fixed positive integer and q an odd prime power and
F (a, t) = f˜(t) + g(t)(
m∑
j=0
ajt
j)2 + 2p(t)g(t)
m∑
j=0
ajt
j.
We have seen, Gal(F (a, t), k(a)) = Sn and F (a, t) satisfies all assumptions
of Proposition 3.1. Thus the number of {(A0, ..., Am)} ∈ Fm+1q for which
F (A, t) irreducible in Fq[t] is
qm+1
n
+On(q
m+ 1
2 ).
This finishes the proof since this number equals πq(I(p,m)). Hence,
πq(I(p,m)) =
#I(p,m)
n
+On(q
m+ 1
2 ).

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4. Cycle structure, Factorization type, Galois groups and
Conjugacy classes
In previous sections, we obtained an asymptotic for the number of prime
polynomials in the interval I(p,m) for the function F (x, t) = f(t)+x2g(t) ∈
Fq[t][x]. Here, we derive an equidistribution result (Theorem 4.4) by the
function field version of Chebotarev Density theorem. We know that, fac-
torization over Fq[t] resemble cycles of permutations, below we state some
known results, mainly from [18] and [3]. By definition,Mn is the collection
of monic polynomials of degree n consists of qn elements. Partition τ of
a positive integer n is defined to be a sequence of non-increasing positive
integers (c1, ..., ck) such that, |τ | := c1 + · · ·+ ck and |τ | = n.
Definition 4.1. Every monic polynomial f ∈ Fq[t] of some degree n has a
factorization f = P1 · · · Pk in to irreducible monic polynomials P1, ..., Pk ∈
Fq[t], which is unique up to rearrangement. Taking degrees we obtain a
partition of n given by, degP1 + · · · + degPk of degf and its factorization
type is given by
τf = (degP1, ...,degPk)
Definition 4.2. Every permutation σ ∈ Sn has a cycle decomposition σ =
(σ1...σk) in to disjoint cycles σ1, ..., σk which is unique up to rearrangement
and each fixed point of σ has cycle length 1. If |σi| is the length of cycle σi,
we obtain a partition of n given by
τσ = (|σ1|, · · ·, |σk|)
and it’s cycle type to be given by τσ = (|σ1|+ · · ·+ |σk|)
For each partition τ ⊢ n, the probability of a random permutation on n
letters has a cycle structure σ is given by Cauchy’s formula:
P(τσ = τ) =
#{σ ∈ Sn : τσ = τ}
#Sn
=
k∏
j=1
1
jcj · cj ! (4.1)
As q → ∞, the distribution over Mn of factorization types tends to distri-
bution of cycle types in Sn [3].
Proposition 4.3. For a partition τ ⊢ n,
lim
q→∞
Pf∈Mn(τf = τ) = Pσ∈Sn(τσ = τ) where,
Pf∈Mn(τf = τ) :=
1
qn#{f ∈ Mn : τf = τ}.
We consider specializations F (A, t) as described in previous sections,
where A = {A0, A1, ..., Am} ∈ Fq. For such an A denote by Θ(F (A, t),
the conjugacy class in Sn of permutations with cycle structure (d1, d2, ...dr),
this is the factorization class of F (A, t). For a separable polynomial f ∈ Fq[t]
of degree n, the Frobenius map Frq given by (y → yq) defines a permutation
of the roots of f , which gives a well defined conjugacy class Θ(f) of the
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symmetric group Sn. The degrees of the prime factors of f correspond to
the cycle lengths of Θ(f). In particular, f is irreducible if and only if Θ(f)
(conjugacy class of) is a full cycle. It is known that for any fixed conjugacy
class C of Sn the probability of Θ(F (A, t)) = C as A ranges over F
m+1
q is
determined by the Galois group G of the polynomial F (A, t) over the field
Fq(A) together with its standard action on the roots, up to an error term
of Om,degF (q
− 1
2 )). Hence, we have
Theorem 4.4. Let a = (a0, a1, ..., am) be an (m+1) tuple of variables over
Fq. Let k be an algebraic closure of Fq. Let F (a, t) ∈ Fq[a0, a1, ..., am, t] be
a polynomial that is separable in t and irreducible in the ring k(a)[t] with
degtF = n. Let L be the splitting field of F (a, t) over Fq(a). Assume that,
G = Gal(F, k(a0, ..., am)) = Sn. Then for every conjugacy class C in Sn
#{h ∈ I(p,m)|Θ(F (A, t)) = C} = |C||G q
m+1(1 +On(q
− 1
2 ))
Proof. The proof follows from Theorem 3.1 of [3]. 
A variant of application of Theorem 3.1 in [3] is given in ( Theorem 2.2.,
[14]).
5. Bateman-Horn conjecture
The classical Bateman-Horn problem is described in the introduction.
In [14], Entin has established an analogue of Bateman and Horn conjec-
ture under the following set up. Let F1, ..., Fm ∈ Fq[t][x],degxFi > 0
be non-associate, irreducible and separable over Fq(t), n a natural num-
ber. Let a0, a1, ..., an be free variables, f = ant
n + ... + a0 ∈ Fq[a, t] and
Ni = degtFi(t, f). Under the above assumptions, below Theorem is estab-
lished.
Theorem 5.1. Let F1, ..., Fm ∈ Fq[t][x], degxFi = ri > 0, be non associate
irreducible polynomials which are separable over Fq(t) (i.e., Fi 6∈ Fq[t][xp])
and monic in x. Let n be a natural number satisfying n ≥ 3 and n ≥ slFi
for 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Denote Ni = rin. Denote by µi the number of irrducible
factors into which Fi(t, x) splits over F¯q. Then
#{f ∈ Fq[t], degf = n|Fi(t, f) ∈ Fq[t] is irreducible for i = 1, 2, .., r}
=
( m∏
i=1
µi
Ni
)
qn+1(1 +Om,degFi,n(q
−1
2 ))
We study the function field version of Bateman-Horn conjecture for poly-
nomial functions defined in equation (1.4) namely Fi = fi + gix
2 ∈ Fq[t][x].
We obtain the following result.
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Theorem 5.2. Let each of F1, ..., Fr ∈ Fq[t][x], distinct primitive quadratic
functions satisfy all conditions of Proposition 3.1. Then
#{h := p(t) +
m∑
j=0
Ajt
j|Fi(A, t) ∈ Fq[t] is irreducible for i = 1, 2, ..., r}
=
( r∏
i=1
1
ni
)
qm+1(1 +On,r(q
−1
2 ))
=
( r∏
i=1
1
ni
)
#I(p,m) +On,r(q
m+ 1
2 )
Proof. The proof of this Theorem is completed, once we show that, the Ga-
lois group G is the full permutation group Sn1× ...×Snr acting on the roots
of Fi(a, t) over k(a). From Lemma 2.5, we see that, Gal(Fi(a, t), k(a)) ∼=
Sni . To show that, the Galois group G is the full permutation group
Sn1×...×Snr we need to show the multiplicative independence of disctFi(t, h)
modulo squares, i.e., disctFi(a, t) is linearly independent as elements of
k(a)×/k(a)×2, nothing but di, dj for i 6= j are non squares and are rela-
tively prime in the ring k(a, t). Denoting di = disctFi(a, t), the discrimi-
nant of Fi(a, t), is considered as a polynomial in t. Discriminant of a monic
separable polynomial f(t) is defined by the resultant of f and f ′:
disc(f) = ±Res(f, f ′) = ±
ν∏
j=1
f(τj), where f
′ = c
ν∏
j=1
(t− τj)
Since, Gal(Fi(a, t), k(a)) is a full symmetric group, di is not a square in
k(a) for any i. If di, dj are not relatively prime in k(a), then they have a
common root. Thus di, dj having a common root gives the following system
of equations: 

F ′(ρi) = 0
F ′(ρj) = 0
F (ρi) = F (ρj) for some ρi, ρj ∈ k¯.
(5.1)
But we have seen, this system does not have any solution for any ρi, ρj
in the algebraic closure of k [page 3, [11]]. Hence, the Galois group G =
Sn1 × ...× Snr . Rest of the proof follows from [Theorem 3.1, [5]]. Thus
#{h := p(t) +
m∑
j=0
Ajt
j|Fi(A, t) ∈ Fq[t] is irreducible for i = 1, 2, ..., r}
=
( r∏
i=1
1
ni
)
qm+1(1 +On,r(q
−1
2 ))

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6. Mo¨bius sums and Chowla’s conjecture
The Mertens function, given by the partial sums of Mo¨bius function,
M(n) :=
n∑
k=1
µ(k) is of great importance in Number Theory, where µ(k) is
the Mobius function. For example, the Prime Number Theorem is logically
equivalent to
n∑
k=1
µ(k) = o(n) (6.1)
and
n∑
k=1
µ(k)
k
= o(1) (6.2)
the Riemann Hypothesis is equivalent to
M(n) = O(n
1
2
+ǫ) for all ǫ > 0. (6.3)
Thus one can say M(n) is said to demonstrate square root cancellation.
Keating and Rudnick have established the function field version of square
root cancellation of Mobius sums in short intervals [15]. Carmon and Rud-
nick have resolved the function field version of the conjecture of Chowla on
auto-corelation of Mobius function [11] over large finite field and proved the
following result. For r, n ≥ 2, distinct polynomials α1, ..., αr ∈ Fq[X] of
degree smaller than n, q odd, and (ǫ1, ..., ǫr) ∈ {1, 2} not all even,∑
degF=n
µ(F + α1)
ǫ1 · · · µ(F + α1)ǫr = O(rnqn−
1
2 ) (6.4)
We show that, there is square root cancellation in Mobius sums, as well as
in the auto-correlation type sums appearing in Chowla’s conjecture for the
function F (x, t) = f(t) + g(t)x2 in the short interval of the form I(p,m) in
large finite field (equation 1.5).
For polynomials over a finite field Fq, the Mobius function of a nonzero
polynomial f ∈ Fq[x] is defined to be µ(F ) = (−1)r if F = cP1, ..., Pr with
0 6= c ∈ Fq and P1, ..., Pr are distinct monic irreducible polynomials, and
µ(F ) 6= 0 otherwise. The analogue of the full sum M(n) is the sum over all
monic polynomials Mn of given degree n, for which we have
∑
f∈Mn
µ(f) =


1, n = 0
−q n = 1
0, n ≥ 2
Set Sµ(p;m) :=
∑
h∈I(p,m)
µ(f + gh2) (6.5)
In the next Theorem, we demonstrate square root cancellation in Mobius
sums is equivalent to square root cancellation in auto correlation of Mobius
sums in the short interval I(p,m) in the larger finite field limit q →∞ and
deg(p) fixed.
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Theorem 6.1. (1) Let F (a, t) satisfy the conditions of Propisition 2.2
and degF (a, t) = n. Then for m ≥ 1
∣∣Sµ(p,m)
∣∣≪n #I(p,m)√
q
(6.6)
and the implied constant depending only on n = deg(F ).
(2) Let each of Fi of max degni satisfy all conditions of Proposition 2.2.
Then for ǫi ∈ {1, 2}, not all even,∣∣∣
∑
h∈I(p,m)
µ(F1(a, t))
ǫ1 ...µ(Fr(a, t))
ǫr
∣∣∣≪r,degFi
#I(p,m)√
q
(6.7)
Proof. Mobius function µ(F ) can be computed in terms of the discriminant
disc(F ) of F (x) as (see [13]) µ(F ) = (−1)degFχ2(disc(F )), where χ2 is the
quadratic character on Fq. Then equation (6.6) becomes,
Sµ(p;m) := (−1)n
∑
h∈I(p,m)
χ2(disc(f(t) + g(t)h
2)) (6.8)
To solve the equation (6.8), we follow the method as in [11]. Since, disc(F )
is polynomial in the coefficients of F , equation (6.8) is an m+ 1 dimensional
character sum, the equation is evaluated by bounding all but one variable.
writing,
F (a, t) = F˜ (a, t) + b
Set DF (b) := disc(F˜ (a, t) + b)
(6.9)
Here, b := F (0) of F (a, t) = f(t) + g(t)h2 which is a polynomial of degree
(n− 1) in b. Therefore we have
Sµ(p;m) ≤
∑
A∈Fmq
∣∣∣
∑
b∈Fq
χ2(DF (b))
∣∣∣ (6.10)
By Weil’s theorem (the Riemann Hypothesis for curves over a finite field),
which implies that for a polynomial P (t) ∈ Fq[t] of positive degree, which is
not proportional to a square of another polynomial (see [11])∣∣∣χ2(P (t))
∣∣∣ ≤ (degP − 1)√q, P (t) 6= cH2(t) (6.11)
Proposition 2.2 implies DF (b) is not a square. Non vanishing of χ2(DF (b))
follows from the fact that, F (x, t) is separable in x. Hence, we have
Sµ(p;m) ≤ (n− 2)qm+
1
2 (6.12)
The implied constant depends only on n = degF (a, t).
Proof of equation (6.7) is based on the similar techniques used in proving
equation(6.6) of Theorem 6.1. Therefore we have from equation (6.11)
∑
A∈Fmq
∣∣∣
∑
b∈Fq
χ2(DFi(b)
ǫ1 · · ·DFr(b)ǫr)
∣∣∣ ≤
(
2
r∑
i=1
(ni − 1)− 1
)
qm+
1
2
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which is clearly,
∑
A∈Fmq
∣∣∣
∑
b∈Fq
χ2(DFi(b)
ǫ1 · · ·DFr(b)ǫr)
∣∣∣≪degFi,r
#I(p,m)√
q
Hence, we can conclude that square root cancellation in Mobius sums is
equivalent to square root cancellation in Chowla type sums. 
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